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Observations of a Bilateral Gynandromorph Northern Cardinal
(Cardinalis cardinalis)

Brian D. Peer1,3 and Robert W. Motz2

ABSTRACT.—We describe behavioral observations
of a bilateral gynandromorph Northern Cardinal (Car-
dinalis cardinalis) in northwestern Illinois from De-
cember 2008 through March 2010. The bird exhibited
the typical bright red color of a male cardinal on the left
half of its body, and the dull brownish-gray appearance
of a female cardinal on the right half. We observed the
bird more than 40 days, mostly in the vicinity of bird
feeders. It was never paired with another cardinal, was
never heard vocalizing, and was not subjected to any
unusual agonistic behaviors from other cardinals. These
observations are among the most extensive of any
bilateral gynandromorph bird in the wild. Received 14
February 2014. Accepted 5 July 2014.
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Bilateral gynandromorphy is a condition in

which one half of a bird’s body appears as a

female and the opposite half appears as a male.

Often, the left side is female and the right side is

male (Crew and Munroe 1938, Kumerloeve

1954). Gynandromorphy occurs in a variety of

avian taxa (Kumerloeve 1987, Patten 1993), with

the most frequently reported species being the

Evening Grosbeak (Coccothraustes vespertinus)

(Patten 1993). It undoubtedly occurs more

frequently, but it is obviously difficult to observe

in sexually monomorphic species.

The mechanism by which bilateral gynandro-

morphy arises has been unclear until a recent

study by Zhao et al. (2010) which found that, at

least in chickens, these individuals are male:fe-

male chimeras. In the three chickens studied,

tissues on the male side of the body were

predominantly ZZ, but ZW cells were also

present, and the opposite was true for the female

side with both cell types present, and the majority
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being ZW (Zhao et al. 2010). Interestingly, two of
the birds were male on the left side, but one
possessed a testis and the other an ovary on this
side, whereas the third individual was female on
the left side and possessed a combination ovary-
testis-like structure (Zhao et al. 2010).

While we now have a better understanding of
bilateral gynandromorphy, there is scant informa-
tion on the reproductive behavior and behavior in
general, of these unusual birds in the wild (Gill
2007). To date, almost all observations of wild
gynandromorphs have been brief, single observa-
tions (Shaub 1960, Alström and Olsson 1988,
Patten 1993), or descriptions of collected birds
(Townsend 1882, Brodkorb 1935, Laybourne
1967, Laskey 1969, Lowther 1977, Tordoff 1983,
Parrish et al. 1987, DaCosta et al. 2007) without
detailed or prolonged observations of their behav-
iors. Only a single study has documented behavior
in any detail and this was of an Evening Grosbeak
(Cadbury 1973). Cadbury (1973) observed this
individual ,10 times throughout the winter of
1973 and noted no unusual behaviors when the bird
fed in the presence of conspecifics. Here, we
provide among the most extensive observations of
a gynandromorph bird in the wild, a Northern
Cardinal (Cardinalis cardinalis) that was observed
from December 2008 to March 2010.

OBSERVATIONS

The bilateral gynandromorph was first observed
in Rock Island, IL (41u 279 540 N, 90u 339 500 W)
on 16 December 2008 in a yard adjacent to the 84-
ha Black Hawk Forest Nature Preserve along the
Rock River in northwestern Illinois. The initial
sighting was made by J. Frink, R. Motz, and B.
Frink while the bird was perched in a cockspur
hawthorn tree. The bird was strongly demarcated
down the midline of the body, with the left side
appearing as a male cardinal, and the right side a
female (Fig. 1). When viewed from the left it
appeared like a typical male cardinal, and from
the right a typical female cardinal (Fig. 1). Only
when both halves of the bird were observed
simultaneously was it evident that the bird was a
bilateral gynandromorph. B. Peer first observed
the bird on 13 January 2009. The majority of the
observations were made when the bird was on the
driveway of the home feeding on seed, or at or
near a window feeder. All observations of the bird
occurred at the home, except one which took
place at a feeder ,0.5 km to the north. The bird
was observed on at least 48 days and occasionally

multiple times per day, although we were not as
diligent in our record keeping in 2010.

The bird was observed primarily during the
nonbreeding season from December 2008–April
2009 and November 2009–March 2010; cardinals
begin singing more frequently in late January and
early February in this area, and begin nesting in
late April (B. Peer, unpubl. data). We observed
the bird closely to determine whether it was paired
with another individual, whether there were any
overt aggressive interactions between it and
normal cardinals, and also whether it vocalized
(online supplemental material). As is typical in
the winter, there were many cardinals at the feed
at any one time (online supplemental material).
As the season progressed, male and female
cardinals were observed paired, and eventually a
resident male and female began defending the
feeding area around the house and the gynandro-
morph was rarely observed.

There were no unusual agonistic interactions
between the gynandromorph and the other
cardinals, although at times it appeared less
likely to approach the seed when other cardinals
were in the vicinity feeding (online supplemental
material). The gynandromorph was observed
alone in the trees or feeding 34 times and with
other cardinals 22 times; on four occasions it
was flushed by other cardinals and it flushed a
male once. The gynandromorph was never
clearly paired with another cardinal, whereas it
was obvious when other birds were paired
especially as the breeding season approached in
March and April, because single male and single
female cardinals were observed together. In
March of 2009, the gynandromorph was ob-
served less frequently until it was last spotted on
approximately 2 April. The bird reappeared,
again with no obvious mate, on 15 November
2009 and was last observed approximately 4
March 2010. In both years, cardinal numbers
were high at the feeders from December–
February and then decreased as birds established
territories.

In January and February of 2009, we used
playbacks of Northern Cardinals’ songs on at
least three occasions to determine whether the
gynandromorph would respond. Other males had
begun calling at this time; however, the only time
the bird made an obvious response was when it
looked around while hearing the song (online
supplemental material). We never heard the bird
give any type of vocalization but did hear other
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individuals in the area routinely vocalizing,
especially as the breeding season approached.
We attempted to capture the bird to collect blood
and tissue samples using mist nets from March–
April of 2009 and from November 2009–March
2010 but were unsuccessful.

DISCUSSION

Our observations are among the most extensive
of a bilateral gynandromorph bird in the wild. At
least one previous observation of bilateral gynan-
dromorphy has been made of a Northern Cardinal

by Laskey (1969). This bird was banded and

released, and was a male on the right side and

female on the left side, the opposite of the bird we

observed. Laskey (1969) also described the

gynandromorph as being strongly demarcated

down the center, but the crest was all female-like

and the entire area around the mandible was

black, similar to a male. The individual we

observed had a female like crest on the right side,

and a male crest on the left, and had a reduced

black area surrounding the bill on the female side

(Fig. 1).

FIG. 1a, 1b. Photographs of the bilateral gynandromorph Northern Cardinal in Rock Island, IL, USA.
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We never knowingly heard the gynandromorph
cardinal vocalize nor was it obviously paired with
another individual, whereas other cardinals in the
area vocalized and were paired, especially as the
breeding season approached. Agate et al. (2003)
observed a gynandromorph Zebra Finch (Taenio-
pygia guttata) in the laboratory singing the typical
male song, and it paired with a female who laid
infertile eggs. This individual was also attacked
when caged with another male (Agate et al. 2003).
Based on our observations, it was unclear whether
our bird was ever mated or whether it was capable
of vocalizing.

The gynandromorph cardinal was never subject-
ed to unusual aggressive attacks from other cardinals,
which is similar to the observations by Cadbury
(1973) of a bilateral gynandromorph Evening
Grosbeak feeding with conspecifics. The gynandro-
morph we observed fed amongst conspecifics in
addition to other species such as Black-capped
Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus), Dark-eyed Juncos
(Junco hyemalis), Song Sparrows (Melospiza melo-
dia), and Mourning Doves (Zenaida macroura). At
times the bird appeared somewhat less likely to feed
when others were present; however, on one occasion
it drove a conspecific from the feed as is typical of
normal cardinals. These observations increase our
limited knowledge of the behavior of wild bilateral
gynandromorph birds that are rare and difficult to
observe.
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